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Abstract: 

 
After decades entrenched in corruption, it was time to try and put a halt to it. After the 

request and withdraw of the consulting Firm, Alvarez and Marsal, to Lebanon, many questions 

have been raised by the people, most politically related NGOs and some political parties 

wondering what actually did happen to push the Firm to stop the forensic audit in Lebanon. The 

aim of this research paper is to shed the light that forensic audit has a crucial role in helping 

Lebanon from sunken disaster.  The only way to rebuild the country is by raising awareness on 

the degree of corruption Lebanese live in so that everyone understands the gravity of the issue. 

The research being conducted will help better understand the withdrawal of the Alvarez and 

Marsal firm investigation, by answering, why many political parties were against exposing those 

accountable for corrupted operations while engaging in a forensic audit investigation? And why 

the consulting firm Alvarez and Marsal decided to withdraw from Lebanon? Thus, we 

Hypothesize that, despite the need for the forensic audit many parties are trying to sabotage it 

for many reasons. In addition, the corruption in Lebanon has developed into a nonreversible way 

which would possibly make the firm to leave the country. Most Lebanese parties were not willing 

to cooperate in the investigation Which also led to the withdraw. Many corrupted organizations 

around the world found their way out of depts and were capable to rebuild their organization 

through the forensic audit holding the dishonest accountable. In order to conduct the research a 

case study on the Lebanese Central Bank (BDL) will be piloted.  
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Introduction: 
 

Lebanon is the third most indebted country in the world. Its economy has been in freefall 

for years. Since 1990, Lebanon witnessed the end of a 15-year long civil war leading to more 

debts and economic crisis throughout the years.  

Lebanon, being on the verge of an economic meltdown, ongoing corruption and fraud 

have established the fundamentalism realm of its core politics long before it declared its 

independence. Over the years, the government in Lebanon has been using the banking system to 

finance unsustainable spending setting the citizen's money in jeopardy. Year after year, the 

situation in Lebanon deteriorated to the point where it pushed thousands of Lebanese all around 

the country to get to the streets on October 17, 2019, to fight for their basic rights. After nearly a 

month of protesting, the disastrous economic collapse the country has been witnessing for a long 

period of time has worsened, leaving one-third of the Lebanese population without proper jobs 

and more than half of the population living under the poverty line, unable to provide the 

necessities, such as healthcare or even food. The central bank has been using what is left of its 

foreign currency reserves to support the basic imports soon after the local Lebanese currency lost 

more than 90% of its value.  

As Lebanon has been impelled into an unrelenting cycle of corruption, that has led to 

extreme poverty and the collapse of the whole economy, citizens found no other way but to 

demand help, and this time around, it was not coming from the country's rulers. Even so, the help 

that came in the several forms of aid coming from neighboring countries never reached the 

Lebanese people, leaving its economy as worse as it previously was. 
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  As a matter of fact, aiding countries were very clear in terms when they provided 

Lebanon with some sort of settlement. The end of corruption would mean the rebirth and 

continuation of a strong economy ruled by autocrats. However, several solutions were proposed 

over the years, yet to start rebuilding the country, a forensic audit is the only way to stop the 

ongoing corruption and hold those most at fault accountable. This would mean the ability to 

acquire funds and aid from helping countries.  

On July 21, 2020, the government at the time met in Baabda Palace in an attempt to 

resolve the ongoing issues. Two weeks later, a huge explosion occurred in the Beirut Port 

making the newly appointed government resign on the grounds of anger, corruption, and 

injustice. The country's situation was at its worse and continued emerging toward chaos, the 

Lebanese Lira lost even more of its value and the hyperinflation grew stronger. Succeeding the 

explosion, which has caused ultimate damage mentally as well as physically, with the help of the 

international community and the constant protests taking place, Caretaker Minister of Finance 

Ghazi Wazni signed a contract with the consulting firm Alvarez and Marsal in order to perform 

forensic auditing on the central bank.  

Even so, fast-forward a few weeks later, following the constant neglection coming from 

the local Lebanese authorities in providing the firm with the supporting documents required to 

conduct the auditing procedure, the firm took on the decision to withdraw themselves from the 

investigation. Ever since the day of the explosion, a new government has not been formed, 

leaving the country in the hand of previous leaders. All in all, none of the essential reforms that 

were desperately needed to be set to improve the economic situation have yet to be placed. 

This research paper will focus on the increasing level of corruption, the exponential 

growth of the debt in Lebanon and the important role of forensic audits in solving the issues. The 
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aim of this research paper is to shed light on the crucial role forensic audit plays in maneuvering 

the future of the country from collapsing and going into a state of chaos where it would have to 

be rebuilt again on non-corrupt and dissident grounds. 

After decades of debts and corruption this research paper will investigate why Lebanon’s 

political elites play a vital role is challenging those reforms and why reforms are a must to 

support Lebanon’s financial stability.  

 

The need for the application of forensic auditing investigation in Lebanon will have a 

massive implication on the future of Lebanon in terms of providing potential bailout package and 

in terms of the reconstruction of the balance payment of the country. With Lebanon being a 

current state of sovereign debt, facing several crises, the auditing would allow Lebanon to regain 

trust with the international investors in the international community, as it has lost it previously 

due to similar crises and regain credit worthiness. Moreover, the Lebanese leaders, are playing a 

role in hindering the work of the forensic auditing company that will help the country emerge 

from its current crisis, blaming it on the protection of their sects’ rights and jeopardizing the 

whole country’s development to guarantee their leadership over the population. 

 

This research will mostly focus on the work of several experts in their field in Lebanon, 

specifically the work of economists, lawyers, politicians, and policy makers. In order to 

understand why it is so hard to restructure the economy of the country as a whole. It also helps to 

become more familiar with different approaches used to report the current economic crisis. This 

study will mostly focus on the post war era which led to today’s debt crisis and the level of 

corruption the Lebanese live in. Shedding the light on the work of experts in many fields of study 
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such as economists, lawyers, politicians, and policy makers. Which will help understand more 

the crisis, studying their work might assist in finding solutions to fix this issue.  

 

In order to understand why reforms are vital in Lebanon’s case, it is important to 

understand their origin of debt crisis in Lebanon, it is crucial to conduct the study of the 

Lebanese recent history including the government changes, the civil war’s outcomes, and the 

post war era which is considered the beginning of the debt and the core of the issue happening 

today.  

 

Since the study will be conducted in Lebanon. This suggests that the emphasis would be 

on a particular case, so working on deductive inference would be the safest way to do this 

analysis. This implies that the research would be committed to working it on a specific viewpoint 

that will be the case, rather than starting from a broad perspective. The case theory in this study 

would be that leaders and elites are the greatest impediment to transformation because of the 

advantages corruption provides to their plans. Since this study will be conducted In Lebanon, 

focusing on the developmental changes of the Lebanese government and it is presented solutions 

to the current debt crisis. Hence, the most appropriate method to approach such topic is a 

longitudinal research design based on a deductive reasoning. 

 

Since the conflict of this research started thirty years ago, this research will tackle past 

interviews and articles, hosting politicians and experts related to the matter. Lebanon is divided 

into 18 sects which are also divided into many political parties, to be least biased possible, this 
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study will investigate as much aspects as possible from different sects to conduct a detailed and 

neutral conclusion. 

 

This research paper will tackle the crisis Lebanon is facing and the solution needed to 

resolve this catastrophe. At first, an idea on forensic auditing and its effectiveness in other 

countries will be the focus of the literature review to understand the major solution Lebanon 

needs to be able to rebuild its broken economy. After building up a clear idea on forensic 

auditing and its previous achievement in several countries, a study on Lebanon will follow. To 

start with sectarianism in the country and how it led the country to the collapse it is facing today. 

Yet sectarianism is not the only factor that piloted this economic meltdown, it is important to 

also tackle the debts of Lebanon and the massive level of corruption the country is dealing with. 

Most importantly, this paper will thirdly focus on the previous reforms attempted by the country 

in the past and understand their failure. Finally, the paper will also emphasize the CEDRE 

agreement and the importance of reforms the country needs to rebuild. 

 

Literature Review: 

What is forensic auditing: 

Accounting has traditionally served as a source of knowledge for different parties to use 

in making decisions. Financial accounting delivers information to lenders, clients, vendors, and 

the state, while management accounting provides information to firm administrators for internal 

decision-making (Abdul-Baki, 2019). A forensic audit is a thorough review and inspection of a 

company's or individual's financial records in order to uncover facts that can be used in court. 

Forensic audits cover a broad variety of forensic procedures. To sue a group for fraud, 
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embezzlement, or other financial wrongdoing, a criminal investigation may be undertaken. 

(Prillwitz, 2020). Furthermore, according to Rezaee, Larry Crumbley, and Elmore (2004), 

forensic accounting has arisen as a significant field of accounting research, encompassing fraud 

investigation, anti-corruption and anti-bribery, company valuation, legal aid, professional 

witnessing, and cybersecurity. As companies, authorities, and consumers continue to express 

questions about fraud, financial irregularities, corruption, and bribery, the market for forensic 

accounting services is increasing.  

In general, forensic accountants have three types of services: consultation, non-scientific 

evidence, and investigation services (Glusman, 2007). Steinberg (2007) explains that these 

programs are not mutually exclusive. As consultants, they are hired by parties to resolve 

litigation, bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, liability cases, customer rights, arbitration, 

appraisal, and family disputes. When talking about catching corruption and fraud in a company 

or government, forensic audits have become a turning point. 

 

Effectiveness and importance of forensic auditing: 

Forensic Auditing should be regarded as a breakthrough in the area of fraud prevention 

and identification (Rehman and Hashim, 2018). Because of the prevalence of fraud and 

associated crimes, the presence of Forensic Auditing is needed (Siregar and Tenoyo, 2015). In 

addition, Honigsberg (2020) based her research on the significance of forensic auditing and its 

effect on the firm's well-being, culminating in the frequency of suspected financial reporting 

fraud, as well as the failure to disclose such misconduct, emphasizes the importance of forensic 

accounting as a regulatory and investment tool.  
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Financial fraud has severe consequences on both the victims of the misconduct (e.g., 

taxpayers and employees) and the economy as a whole. The process of revoking the property and 

community key update of unauthorized users can ensure judicial audit of a protected company 

(Li, Cui, Zhong, & Liu, 2017). As well, Ulrich, Blouch, and Michenzi (2017) report, which arose 

from accounting fraud leading to notable company failures, has had a profound effect on the 

auditing world and is widely regarded as the most significant regulation impacting the 

accounting profession since 1933 and 1924 Securities Acts. Niesner's (1999) study aim is by the 

use of forensic auditing help to repair broken ties and restore confidence, the government must 

demonstrate to people that it is capable of performing well.  

Auditors of local government are continually being recognized for their work in 

establishing transparency and enhancing government efficiency. The Lebanese government 

today is calling for a forensic investigation of the central bank. Such investigations have been 

conducted in several countries, and the results have undergone revolutionary changes. 

 

Example of countries that went under forensic auditing:  

The research has confirmed multidimensional research on government assessments, such 

as the capacity for changes in workforce population organizational efficiencies (Cohen & Sayag, 

2010) The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) schemes 

and funds control strategies in China, identification of irregularities and bribery in China, in the 

United States, in Brazil and Nigeria. (Deb, 2015). In Egypt, Alawattage and Alsaid (2018) 

investigate how the state used accounting to institutionalize economic changes under colonial, 

postcolonial, and neoliberal regimes. Abdul-Baki (2019), studied the case of Nigeria and its well-

known corruption. 
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Accounting advancements have been a critical tool in the fight against corruption in 

Nigeria, but their potential remains untapped. According to the findings of Abdul-Baki (2019) 

report; accounting technology can be a critical tool in maintaining transparency over public 

finances, especially in recognizing areas that need a proper inspection to determine where things 

have gone wrong. Accounting technologies can offer accountability guidelines, but they cannot 

guarantee accountability on their own if the overall accountability system is undermined. By 

addressing disputes created by inadequate regulatory and governance systems, as in the case 

studied in this report. 

 

After gathering the information for this study, there was not enough information in order 

to elaborate more on the matter of forensic auditing in Lebanon. Very few studies formed a clear 

relationship between the importance of forensic auditing in Lebanon and the corrupted elites and 

the banking system. The key question remains on the importance of forensic auditing and 

reforms in Lebanon to rebuild the country after decades of corruption and fraud by current and 

previous Lebanese leaders. Therefore, this study aims to build a clear relationship between the 

extremely high level of corruption in Lebanon and the crucial implementation of forensic 

accounting in Lebanon to solve this horrific crisis. Several pieces of research were conducted on 

the role and achievements of the forensic audit in several cases. However, a shallow number of 

studies focused on the importance of the collaboration between corrupt politicians and the 

forensic audit company. 
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The Case of Lebanon: 

Sectarianism in Lebanon: 

Sectarianism has always existed in Lebanon and was always an issue. It remained 

continuously regarded as a difference between political powers and caused several conflicts in 

the past decades leading to the Lebanese civil war. Sectarianism is a politically fraught concept 

that has been overused, often without distinguishing between discourses, feelings, and real 

policymaking. However, some perceive religious loyalty as the source of identity and democratic 

processes in the area (Darwich  & Fakhoury, 2016), while others view sectarianism as a 

legitimizing rhetoric built around the sharing of power and wealth (Abdo, 2016). In this view, 

sectionalization mechanisms are often intertwined with numerous types of neopatrimonialism, in 

which various sectarian patrons and identity merchants use state power to ensure the allegiance 

of their clients or a large portion of their constituency (Makdissi, 2004).  

Nevertheless, sectarianism did not only strengthen political leader but also religious ones. 

Lebanese religious leaders are often regarded as authentic members of their religions and are 

granted strong powers over religious affairs. However, their leadership is not spontaneous, nor 

are they naturally influential since these persons are educated and chosen by prestigious 

organizations.  

Sectarianism, over the past years have blocked many economical chances that could have 

led Lebanon to a better financial situation. Several factors contribute to most of the population 

remaining underprivileged, vulnerable to the sectarian systems of clientelism, discipline, power, 

and fueling the discontent of an oppressed working class, which is at the frontline of mass 

demonstrations and activism (Bayat, 2013). This statement is also true when discussing the 

current uprising occurring since October 2019 or while talking about the 2015 uprising.  
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When all alternative ideas were dismissed on the grounds of petty parochial claims with 

sectarian overtones, protestors condemned the complicity of corporate interests and the 

government of Lebanon, a lack of openness and accountability, and the asphyxiating position 

played by sectarian political parties (Abiyaghi, Catusse, Younes, 2017). The protests 

demonstrated that discontent and indignation could no longer be confined within rigid sectarian 

limits, even as sectarian narratives, selective conceptions of danger and victimhood, distrust, and 

a lack of shared confidence continued to inform political policies and positioning (Abiyaghi, 

Catusse, Younes, 2017). 

Lebanon's political model is based on sectarianism. The state acknowledges 18 religious’ 

groups, including twelve Christian, five Muslim, and one Jewish. The country is frequently 

referred to as a "consociationalism democracy" because its political structure is founded on 

power-sharing among disparate populations based on demographic weight of those religious 

groups. Sectarianism is commonly seen as an antithesis of progressive country building and the 

polar opposite of coexistence, contributing to a conservative conception of sectarianism as a 

dividing power. Sectarianism also makes it difficult for separate religious sects to coexist, as 

demography becomes a significant political instrument for claiming dominance.  

Sectarianism is still widely acknowledged as profoundly ingrained in Lebanon's society; 

however, this was not always the case. The relentless agitation from outside forces to raise one 

sect over another has only resulted in more bloodshed and more sectarian extremism over time 

between different sects in Lebanon. The overpower of sectarianism has led the youth to lose 

many jobs. In fact, dividing the public jobs into the sects (also known in Lebanon as sette w sette 

mkarar " ستة وستة مكرر"  ) is one of the biggest frauds the Lebanese political leaders have created to 
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“preserve” their sects’ rights, leaving a better qualified person without a job opportunity because 

of his sect despite him having a better grade on the entrance exam just because of his religion. 

 

Debt in Lebanon: How it started and why its growing  

Public debt has been a big problem for many nations. While the effects of tax policies on 

capital allocation are easily discernible, the mechanisms by which public deficits and debt shape 

the economy are less obvious. 

 Since the 90s, the Lebanese government has been spending more than it earns mainly due to 

reconstruction of the country after the civil war in the 1990s, losses of the public electricity 

company, and interest paid on the increasing debt. In many ways, Lebanon's ongoing economic 

meltdown is the tragic culmination of a patron-client power structure tinged with sectarian 

narratives and arguments that have drained the state's capital in return for short-term allegiance 

and the social reproduction of its leaders.  

The internal causes played a significant role in the Lebanese economic downturn. As well, 

many regional and foreign influences have had an impact on the Lebanese economy. From the 

early 1940s until the mid-1970s, the Lebanese economy was booming, attracting Arabs from 

different countries investing in the Lebanese banking system due to the bank secrecy law, 

growing the ratio of bank deposits to national income from 20% in the 1950s to 122% in 1974 

(Tierney, 2015).  

The Lebanese civil war affected tremendously the country’s economy. To begin, Makdissi 

(2004) noted in his article that the first phase of war actually maintained some economic stability 

and that it was only after the disastrous Israeli invasion in 1982 that public debt began to spiral 

out of control. Mazzucotelli (2020) added that as inflation soared in the late 1980s, the US dollar 
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started to be used as a medium of trade. However, it was the massive post-war reconstruction 

scheme, especially the grandiose plans for the reconstruction of Beirut's Central District, that 

triggered an irreversible debt. 

 Many civilians were physically wounded during the fighting, resulting in a lower 

development rate, which forced the country into a lower exportation rate and higher importation 

rate, reducing drastically the Lebanese national income. The Lebanese government was forced to 

seek IMF loans to rebuild the devastated region. The fragility of the Lebanese state has often 

been easily shaped by external forces, such as the condition of Syrian refugees because of Syria's 

unfolding civil war (Mouawad, 2018). Slowing investment and direct foreign aid from Gulf 

countries, as well as a reduced inflow of foreign currency, led to “sluggish” real GDP growth 

after 2011, Gade (2013), argued that with erratic economic activity as a consequence of regular 

political shocks. Besides, the most recent COVID-19 outbreak slowed the whole global 

economy, putting the world’s economic transactions idle as Lebanon is based on importations.  

 Lebanon's economy is highly dollarized, limited, and open, making it vulnerable to both 

internal and external shocks. The government's debt level is high, the debt ratio is high, and the 

general primary balance is inadequate. Debts are increasing year after year; the country’s 

economy has worsened for several reason however the huge amount of debt the country is in is 

worsening the situation. While the country’s rulers are not helping reduce those dues, its 

population is starving to death with no solution other than leaving the country for good.  
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Corruption  

Corruption is embedded in Lebanon’s politics. As Barroso Cortés and Kéchichian, (2020) 

argued, the lack of ethical standards within Lebanese political circles promoted for almost a 

century the practice of corruption, which turned praxis into an unequaled medium of art, which 

produced powerful elites. Sophisticated state power structures developed for the advantage of the 

country's eighteen religious denominations turned them into partners-in-corruption, securing 

larger quotas of power and exclusive control over all public services. It is also important to note 

a shocking example of corruption, which occurred a few weeks ago while people were dying on 

hospital doors while the minister of health Hamad Hassan was directly admitted to a hospital the 

moment, he got diagnosed with the corona virus.  

For many years commercial banks in Lebanon were offering high interest rate to people 

who save their money in the bank. For a long period of time people were happy with the high 

interest rates because without doing anything they were receiving money. However, in 2019 

people started questioning why the commercial banks offering high interest rates. People started 

withdrawing their money from commercial banks and putting it abroad, in addition, people who 

live abroad stopped sending money to Lebanon. These actions alarmed the Lebanese market 

because all of a sudden, the money that were in the commercial banks vanished and were not 

circulating in the market anymore. Meaning that commercial banks did not have sufficient 

money to give loans to the Central Bank. When the commercial banks stopped funding the 

Central Banks, the government did not have money to peg the Lebanese currency and to support 

its people.  

The Lebanese government support a lot of products, the medicine, oil, bread, and the 

electricity. The government needed a new source of income in order to have an income so that 
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the government will keep on supporting. Leaving the government to decide to tax people to on 

WhatsApp (6$/month), this decision was the last straw that broke the camel’s back. After several 

defeatist resolution the government tried in order to gain a new source of income, the taxes on 

WhatsApp were a lot for people to handle so they were extremely irritated and ran to the streets 

to protest against the corrupted government and wanted to fix the corruption within the country. 

Due to this protest and lack of dollar flow in the market, the exchange rate started fluctuating and 

the Lebanese currency lost its value. After few months of protesting the Lebanese people did not 

achieve anything and at the same time the coronavirus hit the country. The lockdown hurt the 

economy even more and the Lebanese currency lost more and more of its value. The black 

market was one of the main reasons why the value of the Lebanese currency fluctuated, because 

at the time the official currency was still 1,500 L. L. and the black-market rate was increasing 

gradually.  

Many countries offered aid to fix the economic crisis. Of course, the Lebanese politicians 

did not agree or accept any help from other countries because it will leave them with a shrunken 

power and every crime that they did in the past will be uncovered. Another reason why Lebanon 

lost its money suddenly was because people living abroad stop sending money. The biggest 

outside income to Lebanon was the money received from expat. Lebanon received around 5 

billion USD every year. The government was supporting and still is supporting on products for 

its people but soon the government will run out of money and they are forced to stop supporting 

the necessities. Which means that the poverty level will increase, the recession will increase and 

eventually enter depression where the Lebanese government will not have an answer to fix the 

crisis.  
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Corrupted banking system  

 In their article Moore (1987), discussed how Lebanon’s banking structure is regarded as 

an "international dictatorship" that kept the country together in the face of all-encompassing 

warfare. Moreover, just as foreign regimes are meant to represent the interests of state actors, an 

examination of the banks' balance sheets and income statements shows shifts in capital structure 

that correspond to changes in Lebanon's political balance. Although maintaining elite stability, 

the banks served political clients and could accept the restructuring of a consociationalism 

structure more in line with Lebanon's demographic equilibrium if a political compromise is 

achieved. In 1997 Lebanon pegged its currency against dollar (1USD=1,500L. L). This peg 

system gave the Lebanese people hope in their currency and making them trust the Lebanese 

pounds again. Throughout the years Lebanon’s government pays the currency to be pegged, 

public salaries, and electricity. Lebanon heavily relies on money which expat Lebanese workers 

send to support their family every month. In the recent years the Lebanese economy has been  

facing problems which are harming its people. One of the main problems is due to the banking 

system in Lebanon. The central banks borrowed money from the commercial banks in order to 

pay its bills as it was mentioned above. In addition to that, the central bank gave the commercial 

banks high interest rates, around 15%, then the banks were encouraging people to put their 

money in their bank, making them receive very high interest rate of around 12%. Moreover, 

people who live abroad and send money to their families in Lebanon started to save their money 

in the banks too and investing it with the high interest rates. Here Lebanon was receiving around 

$5 Billion every year. Before the uprising, people started questioning the high interest rates and 

were getting scared, they removed the money from the banks and relocated their money abroad. 

Also, people who were sending money to their families in Lebanon suddenly stopped, meaning 
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that a huge income stopped. Suddenly all the dollar in the banks and in the market disappeared. 

This led to the many problems that Lebanon is facing right now.  

The pegged system was abolished, and the Lebanese currency lost its value. People are 

suffering, the poverty rate is sky rocketing, the unemployment rate is increasing, the government 

cannot help its people because of the corrupted Politian’s that run the country and stole from the 

people. The overemployment of the public sector is due to the political parties and the politician 

who leads those party. They hire a large number of people in the public sector in order to get 

their votes and stay in power, little did they know that this was leading the country into an 

economical crisis.  

At the end of 2018 and beginning of 2019, speculators suspected that Lebanon would 

face a huge market crash and the central bank will issue severe laws regarding people’s money in 

the commercial banks. Many people transferred their money abroad. This led to a huge outflow 

of money (mainly dollars) leaving Lebanon. This was a shock for the central bank and Lebanon 

itself, the banks were not prepared for this huge withdrawal of money. This alone led the central 

bank to take some severe actions to save the Lebanese economy. If the central bank did nothing, 

then the people would have withdrawal their money in order to save it and the banks would not 

have any money to work with leaving the Lebanese government with more debts. Lebanon’s 

problem is that the BOP (balance of payments) is negative due to significantly low rate of 

exportation compared to the importation rate. This means that Lebanon needs a lot of foreign 

currency in order to import all kinds of goods.  In 2008 the president of the Lebanese central 

bank won an award for having the highest foreign reserves, but after that Lebanon started facing 

problems which led for the central bank to use these reserves and take internal loans from its 

people in order for the government to provide for its people. When the people removed their 
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money from the banks and when the remittance stopped the government did not have sufficient 

funds to cover the bills. The peg system was removed in the black market and the dollar started 

to fluctuate and the Lebanese Pounds lost its value sharply. When the global pandemic occurred, 

Lebanon shut down the country which led to a huge crisis that the Lebanese people are still 

facing.  

The dollar is still rising, and the Lebanese pounds is losing its value even more. People 

are in fear and the government is not doing anything to help its people in need. Lebanese 

government could fix the crisis by producing locally and exporting it because now the BOP gap 

decreased, the government decreased the import rate because insufficient fund, but the export 

stayed the same. One thing that the government could do is to increase the local production and 

sell it to the international market because now the production is cheaper than it used to be. This 

way foreign money will enter the country and slowly will fix the problem.  

Now Lebanon is currently facing an economic crisis where the currency lost its value horribly 

and the government does not have any money to pay its debts. The reason why the official 

exchange rate in Lebanon was still 1,500 LBP against the USD was to attract investors and by 

showing them that the Lebanese currency is still the same, it is still stable. The reason why the 

black-market currency was high is because of demand and supply. Due to the lack of dollar in 

the market, people started demanding more dollars. When the demand of the dollar increases and 

the supply decrease meaning that the value of your local currency devaluates. Another way the 

Lebanese government can fix its economy is through production which Lebanon does not have. 

This is a good time to enter the international market because the dollar in Lebanon is cheap 

against the local currency. For example, if a product before the devaluation of the currency cost 

150,000L.L. (100$) now the same product will cost 500,000L.L.  (around 41$). This means that 
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internationally the product will be cheap, meaning that countries will buy from Lebanon rather 

than buying from another country. By doing this, first Lebanon will increase its exportation 

meaning that fresh dollars will enter the country. Second the production in the country will be 

stronger because it is competing internationally now. Unfortunately, this will not help the 

Lebanese economy because the rulers of this beautiful country will steal the money and not 

invest it in Lebanon like they did the past 20 years. 

  

Previous reforms 

Lebanon was eager to begin a new chapter after the civil war, and the rebuilding of the 

country's shattered economy began. One of the first government attempts was Paris I in 2001 

when France hosted the first assembly of foreign organizations intending to assist Lebanon. 

Paris I resulted in a 500-million-euro of aid package for Lebanon (International conference 

on Lebanon's reconstruction: The international community's economic aid for Lebanon - 

Lebanon 2007). However, the donated money went into wasted projects such as Zeytouna 

bay founded by the deceased Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri, and the renovation of Saeb Salem 

tunnel that costed Lebanon more than 9 million of US dollars.  

 The second meeting took place a year later in Paris under the name of Paris II in the 

presence of representatives from 23 different countries and under the management of the 

United Nations. During Paris II, Lebanon earned 3,1 Billion USD in financial aid and 1,9 

billion USD worth of project aid (International Monetary Fund, 2006 & World Bank, 2016).  

Those two conferences resulted in a great deal of aid granted by many countries to help 

rebuild Lebanon. However, the projected result was not satisfying. In fact, those aids were 

acquired by political parties and spent to spread their political influence, one of the many 
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examples of the committee of Displacement fund founded by Walid Jumblatt to refund the 

displaced durzi families after the war (Talha, 2003).  

In 2006, after the failed Israeli invasion during the summer of 2006, the Swedish 

government announced a meeting in Stockholm to discuss the reconstruction funds of the 

war aftermath. The assembly led to a 980 million USD aid for the south. After Lebanon 

acquired the money, the south Displacement fund was founded by the Shia parliament 

leaders to help Shia families from the south and spread their political influence. However, the 

misappropriation of funds led to an economic disaster (Lebanese national accounts 2013).  

The Lebanese government has had several opportunities to reverse the table regarding the 

economic situation using the money that has been provided to them as aid money, however, 

no sustainable plan was created in order to balance and improve the country’s economic 

situation. The Lebanese government has been selling dollar-denominated Eurobonds in order 

to pay the accumulated debt since 1995. Moreover, the interest rate difference between these 

bonds and US Treasury are a pure representation of lack of sovereignty. 

In May 2016, the Ministry of Finance and the BDL performed an anonymous swap 

transaction where sovereign bonds were denominated in terms of Lebanese pounds and were 

exchanged for Eurobonds denominated in US dollars, which were then sold to selected 

Lebanese private banks. The latter could also swap US dollars for Lebanese pounds in order 

to buy sovereign bonds denominated in Lebanese pounds, and then turn the investment back 

into US dollars at the same rate. If the number of companies traded in Lebanese treasury 

bonds increased after 2008, the Lebanese government began to issue Eurobonds denominated 

in US dollars to finance maturing debt bonds. 
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CEDRE and the importance of reforms 

Many international organizations and countries are looking towards a reform that could 

change the Lebanese economical future. In fact, CEDRE is still a subject that could happen in the 

near future, the French president is still waiting for true reform and governmental changes to 

help Lebanon acquire new aid projects to help the economy. On April 6, 2018, France hosted 

CEDRE, an international conference in favor of Lebanon's growth and reforms. The Conference 

was heard from Mr. Emmanuel Macron, President of the French Republic, and Mr. Saad Hariri, 

Prime Minister of the Republic of Lebanon. They decided that for a number of years Lebanon 

has faced significant barriers to its economic and human development. Despite recent promising 

advances, Lebanon remains fragile and faces mounting challenges. In addition, the Lebanese 

citizens are still hopping that a significate change of political situations would reduce the 

ongoing immigration situation (CEDRE (Conférence économique pour le développement, par les 

réformes et avec les entreprises) Joint Statement - Lebanon, 2018). The goal of the international 

community CEDRE conference was to promote Lebanese economy growth and enhancement, as 

part of an integrated program of reform and infrastructure projects developed and addressed 

during the conference by the Lebanese government (Lebanon - CEDRE Conference 2018). The 

French president Emmanuel Macron approved the Lebanese government and wanted to help the 

Lebanese economy under one single condition, new reforms were needed, and the Lebanese 

government should present changes in front of the international community.  
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Conclusion and Discussion: 

 In summary, with all the beauty of Lebanon, the country is facing an almost irreversible 

economic crisis for decades now; the country is indebted, and those debts are increasing per year 

with time solutions were proposed, projects were put together, however because of the increasing 

corruption, none of them were able to achieve the necessary changes. Aided money 

“disappeared” when arriving to the country. Corruption is flagrant in Lebanon and has led to the 

economic crisis the country is witnessing today. One solution could help the country not only to 

reemerge into a better economy but to regain trust in the international community, forensic 

auditing is the only option to help Lebanon because the corruption is rooted ever since the 

country gained its independence. In order to stop the crisis, public accountability should happen 

and hold everyone responsible into custody. Crime has increased exponentially with the huge 

increase in hyperinflation and unemployment rate, now people are willing to kill and steal in 

order to fulfil their families and their needs. 

 Forensic audit had a huge impact on several countries and several companies in the world 

from India to Nigeria, China, and Zimbabwe etc. It was a turning point in those countries making 

their economy able to rise from bankruptcy and corruption to be one of the most affecting 

countries to the global economy and one of the most important cites of tourism in the world. 

Forensic auditing focuses on the archives of the countries, the records of the central bank, and 

the corrupted public sectors; in order to seek the truth about vanished governmental resources to 

rebuild a new economy far away from corruption and fraud.  

India focused on the importance of their people, started working on developing their universities 

and encouraged exporting labors. They also focused on extending the engineering power they 

have to invest in outer projects. On the hand, China being one of the largest countries in term of 
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population, focused on this fact to develop an industrial economy based on human power and 

exportation. Now China is ranked second on the most developed GDP and is characterized by 

having the largest economic power among many developed nations.  

Today, Beirut is a massive redevelopment site. Over the last 25 years, the Lebanese 

Metropolis has witnessed a poverty-driven rehabilitation process that has extended well beyond 

the contentious downtown megaproject, Solidere, which was launched shortly after the country 

emerged from a civil war. After several failed tentative to handle the foreign, the international 

community lost the trust of Lebanon as all the aided money went to personal agendas of the 

corrupted elites. In order to regain this trust, Lebanon must undergo a forensic audit investigation 

to apprehend the corrupted elite and rebuild the country. Forensic auditing is the solution for 

Lebanon to rebuild on more dissident ground and improve its economy. 

 For Lebanon, to be able to contest against these countries, the country has to work on 

stopping the public waste of money and resources and start focusing on the many assets Lebanon 

has. Such as tourism, agriculture, and the innovative youth the country has.   

 Lebanon is one of the oldest countries in the world, with an amazing history shared by 

people with different religions and ethnicities. It is the exporter of the first known language, the 

land of the first miracle written in the bible and owning one of the most beautiful weather of all. 

The Lebanese government took all of this for granted instead on focusing on boosting the 

tourism sector and working on providing better security and protection for tourists. Lebanon has 

one of the largest lands ready for harvesting in the middle area, with a great weather for 

agriculture, the Lebanese government should encourage the agricultures to focus on planting 

instead of importing vegetables at a higher rate. Laws should be implemented to aid the farmers 

and encourage every landlord to plant. For example, giving them the minimum of healthcare is a 
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must and providing the necessity in terms of seeds, plant meds and social security. Work 

opportunities should be created decreasing the amount of migration and focusing on keeping the 

Lebanese workers in Lebanon helping the economy. The government should support the local 

small businesses and help them expand their work. A new procedure should be elaborated 

between Lebanon and foreign countries to help small businesses export their products at a lower 

rate and fees.  

 Nevertheless, before starting any of these suggestions above, the accountable for 

destroying the whole country should pay, and in order to pay for their crimes, there should be 

someone finding the truth about them. Forensic audit plays that role in the Lebanese case despite 

the obstruction of the political leader concerning that matter. Sooner or later, the accountable are 

going to pay and they will not be able to run away from the truth. Once the true criminals will be 

held accountable and new faces will rise and lead the country on a non-corrupt basis reforms 

should start in each and every sector helping the country to rebuild, hoping to regain trust in the 

international community as it has lost it because of such criminals. By implementing those 

reforms and increasing the exportation, rather than the importation, the economy will grow again 

and soon enough the country will be able to repay its debts and focus on developing new projects 

and idea to be once again on the map of the most developed countries of the world.  
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